’Council too concerned with ethnic interests’
By George Fuller
The A.S. Council was accused
yesterday of having no concern for the
student body.
Dave Welch, chairman of the
program commission’s forums committee said that "certain members of
the council have continuously placed
their own desires ahead of the student
body they represent."
The program conunitee had appeared before the council seeking
approval for their spring program. The

program had included a speech by John
Cooper on exorcism.
The council deleted the speech by
Cooper and then approved the
program.
Gamin Gamon, chairwomen of the
program commission, then asked the
council to repeal Stipulation 9 which
requires council approval of all events.
After a discussion the council voted to
table the request for one week and
councilman F’irouz Sedarat promised to

support the commission if they got a
majority vote in favor of repealing
Stipulation 9, from their commission.
Gamon then reacted to the council.
"I’m really tired of you people’s
bullshit," said Gamon, "I get paid for
20 hours a week but I spend 4 or 5 hours
listening to council."
Later she explained, "We’re a puppet
organization and they have no concern
for the student body. They only want
certain kinds of programs."

"They’re most interested in ethnic
oriented programs," Gamon continued.
"Many of our programs have been
vetoed because they were not ethnic
oriented."
According to Welch, a fall show with
Kenny Rankin and Linda Ronstand was
voted down because it "wasn’t ethnic
enough."
Suzanne Allayaud, a program
commission member, spoke of the
value of Cooper’s talk..

"We have a very political program
this spring and not everone is interested
in politics," she said. -They’re really is
an interest in having someone come
and speak on exorcism."
Welch, in his statement, accused
some members of the council of
combining to form a "narrow-minded
legislative body."
His accusation blamed the Third
World Coalition ( TWC) for the
problems.

"They continuously vote negative cei
programs that would be enjoyed 1-,
many students," said Welch.
Sedarat, a member of the TW(
responded to Welch’s accusations.
"The Cooper talk," said Sadarat, "is
the only program that the council has
opposed.
"At the last council meeting I
proposed that the commission look into
alternatives," he continued. "They
have not come up with any alternatives
of a non-political, entertaining nature."
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Depts may receive A.S. funds
Departmental schools within SJSU will be given $28,000 for activity programming according to A.S. President Ruth Leonardi.
The money, part of the Revenue Action Program ( RAP), is allocated in
Leonardi’s tentative budget proposal now being considered by the A.S. budget
committee.
The size of the campus was Leonardi’s main reason in making the proposal.
"Often in government, many of the individual needs of the students are not
responded to adequately," he said. "A large part of the problem being that the
campus is so large.
"This program will allow students to determine what they want," Leonardi
continued. "If business students want a speaker or a conference, then they have
some funds available to do this."
According to Leonardi, if his proposal is accepted each school will have a RAP

board consisting of five members elected by the students within that school. The
students will have control over the scheduling of events for their schools.
The $28,000 allocated to RAP will be divided using a formula of $1 per student
majoring in each school.
Figures provided by Leonardi show that the School of Applied Sciences and Art,
will receive the most money, $5,169, with Humanities and Arts receiging $3,599.
The School of Social Work will receive the least money, $66.
According to Leonardi, the program will benefit the A.S. Council, as well as the
students, if passed.
"The council will be able to get out of the bag of allocating money and get into
other important areas, such as seeking policy changes or putting their efforts into
forming new programs," said Leonardi.
According to Leonardi, the $28,000 will come from other areas which will have
their budgets cut if the tentative budget is accepted.

Enrollment drop expected

Budget may be cut $219,000
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Kurzweil pays $700
under protest, says
filing fee exhorbitant
Dr. Jack Kurzweil, candidate for
county tax assessor, has paid the
county Registrar his $700 filing fee
"under protest. Kurzweil, assistant professor of
electrical engineering, paid the fee
when his request for a temporary court
order, forcing the registrar of voters to
give him the nominating papers without
payment, was denied by Judge John
McInerney. presiding judge of the
Santa Clara County Superior Court.
-I continue to charge that his fee is
exhorbitant, arbitrarily set and
designed to obstruct the ability of
working people with modest incomes
from fully participating in elections,"
he said.
Although McInerney told Kurzweil’s
attorney, Joyce Sogg, that he would be
willing to set a date to hear arguments

on the legality of filing fees, Kurzweil
decided to pay the $700, because the
close of the filing period is March 8, and
he requires a full week to prepare the
nomination papers properly.
In addition to the filing fee, candidates are required to pay $2,000 for
statements of candidacy to appear in
English in the County Voters’ Handbook and an additional $2,000 if they are
to appear in Spanish.
In a letter, Kurzweil informed the
registrar that he would return his
nomination papers with his statement
of qualifications on March 6 and insisted that the registrar accept them
for printing without the $4,000 fee.
Kurzweil intends to go to court immediately and seek legal measures to
end the $4,000 fee requirement.

By Gall Wesson
Because of a possible drop in the
SJSU spring enrollment figure, approximately $219,200 may have to be
cut from the 1973-74 university budget.
The exact amount of the cut, according to Academic Vice President
Hobart Burns, will not be determined
until the four-week enrollment report is
issued.
The report, issued the fifth or sixth
week of the semester, is a census taken
from enrollment figures at the end of
the fourth week. It indicates student
enrollment and the average student
unit load.
Burn’s office issued a memo Monday
explaining the problem.
Information from Garvin Ivans,
Controller, Glen Guttormsen, director
of business affairs; and Clyde Brewer,
director of admissions and records was
used to compile the memo.

Exactly where any necessary budget
cuts would be made is not known, according to Burns.
"We’ll never turn to personnel,"
Burns emphasized, and added,
"Nobody is going to lose his job.
"We’ll look in all university accounts
and see where we can scrounge money
up," he explained.
If it is necessary to freeze unexpended department funds, Burns said,
"we’ll negotiate with the deans."
"We will take funds from classroom
supplies and equipment," he explained.
"What we have to work with are only
those funds which haven’t been committed," Guttormsen said.
To absorb possible budget cuts Burns
said that another solution would be to
not fill vacant temporary help
( secretarial and technical) positions.
faculty
positions,
Temporary
positions and operating expenses are

all elements of the University budget.
The budget is geared to an estimated
average annual student enrollment of
21,000 full time students FTE-s, according to the Burns’ memo.
One FTE-s (full time equivalent)
student is equal to 15 student units. A
student taking 15 units for statistical
purposes is equal to one FTE-s.
Unit wise, Burns said the current
average student load is 11.2 units but
with the new figures it may drop to 11
units.
The memo attempts to project the
situation on the basis of fees, said Glen
Guttormsen, director of business affairs.
The registration deadline has been
extended until today so exact
enrollment figures are not known.
Burns said spring enrollment was
estimated at 20,200 FTE-s.
The budget is based on the estimated

FBI seeks help to find Hearst
HILLSBOROUGH )AP)The FBI
said yesterday it still doesn’t know
where kidnaped newspaper heiress
Patricia Hearst is being held by the
terrorists who claim she is a "prisoner
of war."
Meanwhile, organizers of a food
giveaway demanded by the kidnapers
said they are trying to get more food
banks and working out a smoother
transfer of groceries for Friday’s

scheduled handout. The giveway
resumed yesterday in Vallejo, where
supply problems stalled operations on
Tuesday.
FBI special agent Charles Bates said,
in response to questions, that the
agency still needs information from the
public. He repeatedly has said the FBI
would not do anything to endanger the
young woman’s life.

"Absolutely," said special agent
Charles Bates when asked if investigators need help from the public..
"People call in, are sincere, want to
help, and we run their information
down. We’d rather have them call us if
they think they have something important and let us judge that. Every day
we spend in the investigation we get
more information."

average annual enrollment of 20,526
FTE-s.
Guttormsen wanted to emphasize
that the amount of funds to be returned,
or even if any return will be necessary
won’t be known until the four week
report is issued.
"The number of actual bodies has
increased," he said estimating thy.
SJSU enrollment at approx 26,700
students. He added, "We’re never going
to make 23,000 FTE-s," the ceiling
enrollment projection for 1980.

Night parking
permit to cost
$15 semester
Students who want to park close to
their night classes may soon be able to
buy a permit to park in any lot at SJSU.
William
Schooler,
Auxiliary
Enterprises assistant manager, said
yesterday the permit would allow
students to use employe parking between 4 p.m. and midnight during the
week and all day on the weekends.
Many students, said Schooler, are
already parking in these areas and are
being ticketed. But if they are willing to
pay a fee of $15 per semester, they may
soon be able to park legally anywhere
on campus, except in spaces reserved
for disabled students.

Profs organize against interim policy
By Kathy Rebello
After much debate and conflict, members of the SJSU faculty have finally
formulated tactics to protest the newly implemented "Steady State" interim
policy.
The group’s first thrust will be made Monday at the Professional Standards
Committee meeting, a subcommittee of the Academic Council, when a
resolution will be presented to "impress upon the members the severe gravity
of the problem."
"This will be the first chance that temporary faculty have had to meet and
deal with the issue head on," explained Karen Borden, temporary speech
ornrnunications instructor.
"Even if the committee refuses to accept the resolution," she continued, "we
will at least have responses ready for the kinds of argument they will use in
favor of the policy."
The policy, more commonly known as the "75-25 Per Cent Policy," is
designed to cut back the number of tenured and probationary faculty from a
current 81.77 per cent to 75 per cent.
The remaining 25 per cent of the faculty will be hired as part- or full-time
lecturers only. Under this status, instructors will be granted a two-year term
with the consent of his or her dean and a third of fourth year under "rare and
compelling circumstances only."
Dr. llobert W. Burns, academic vice president, explained that the interim
policy was instituted because of a predicted "decline in student enrollment
within the next few years."
To adapt to this downward trend, the administration will not grant teunure or
probationary appointments until the ratio falls below the 75 per cent quota.
"We want to avoid layoffs," Burns explained. "With the ’75-25 Per Cent
Policy.’ the core of the faculty will have protection unless the whole economy

crumbles."
This means that most temporary faculty currently teaching at SJSU will be
terminated at the close of the academic school year, having fulfilled their twoyear limit. Currently there are no figures determining the number of faculty
this will affect.
Those hired to fill the vacant positions will be given temporary status, with
the knowledge that they too will be limited to two years only.
. Dave Elliott, speech communications department chairman, warned temporary faculty that the administration "is simply pitting tenured and
probabionary faculty off against temporary people.
"Temporary people have become a sacrifice for the administration to carry
out this promise of no layoffs," he explained. "It’s a powerful argument. One
that will be difficult to overcome."
But some faculty members are trying. With the presentation of the resolution,
temporary faculty members hope to "testify and win sympathy for their
cause."
Andy Parries, chairman of the resolution conunittee and temporary
economics instructor, explained the reasoning behind the meeting with the
Professional Standards Committee.
"Up to now all we have been getting are fuzzy kinds of answers with ’if this
were this way, then this is how it would be handled, he said.
"We’d like to see someone actually defend this policy. As it is now all we have
are straw people to knock down."
Within the resolution, four actions are asked to be taken:
The Academic Council defeat the Interim Appointment Policy of 75-25,
reject all formula quotas, reaffirm their support for promition by merit;
For the interim period before a new and more equitable policy is formulated, all temporary faculty be retained in their current status ( with no

limitation on the number of years a person can hold a temporary full-tinie
position), or reappointed on a tenure track basis, subject to evaluation on merit
by one’s peers;
Time already served be counted toward tenure if the person affect so
chooses;
Any action already taken against a temporary faculty member under the
current Interim Appointment Policy be rescinded.
Currently the policy is an interim policy, one which is temporary until a
permanent system is devised and approved to deal with the "steady state"
problem.
But, according to Parnes, "It was understood that the policy would be
gradually phased in. But instead it’s become effective right now.
"The idea was floated to the Academic Council last year but was vigorously
refuted," he continued. "Later the Executive Council ( of the Academic
Council) was told to make a policy, but were assured it would not be effective
immediately.
"But it came down as effective that day," Parnes added. "The result has
been that some people have already lost their jobs."
He explained this has put many temporary faculty members in a lurch. Gayle
Southworth, also a temporary economics instructor, verified this.
"People assured me that there was no need to go to the American Economics
Conference, that they had every intention of rehiring me," Southworth said.
"Now there seems to be a shift of power and suddenly I’m out of a job."
But Dr. Robert Sasseen, dean of faculty, explained that this was not the intention of the policy.
"It is meant to be flexible," he emphasized. "Certainly if someone was given
the understanding that he would be on for another year, then we will try and
honor that understanding."
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Sociology prof spots
weakness in own book

Women’s Day noted
in Stanford activities
Palo Akin--An International Women’s Day Fair
is Limmirmt)k underway at
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Prof says long-lasting
birth control possible
By Geri Remley
Based on research conducted by an SJSU associate
professor of biology it could
be possible to develop a long
lasting vaccine as a birth
control measure. According
to Dr. Charles Porter, the
vaccine could last for
several years.
Porter has been using rats
in his research project, but
said he has not yet applied
the experiments to human
beings.
The method of birth
control is based on the
principle of rejection of a
foreign tissue in the human
body.
the
of
half
Since

developing embryo in the
body of a pregnant woman is
foreign genetic matter, it
should be rejected the same
way transplanted hearts and
kidneys are usually rejected,
said Porter.
The embryo is protected
by a mucus layer secreted by
cells called Trophoblast,
explained Porter. A special
enzyme breaks down this
mucus, thus stripping the
embryo of its protection.
The rats in the project
were allowed to mate
naturally, he said and the
enzyme was inserted into
half of each rats uterus, and
a control substance in the
other half.

TV system criticized

In the half treated with the
enzyme, there were 99 per
cent fewer pregnancies. The
other half had the normal
number of pregnancies, he
said.
Therefore, Porter suspects
antibodies from the mother
71i
destroyed the unprotected
embryo.
Similar antibodies are
found in the blood streams of
women who are chronic
Ralph Cortez
aborters, or who miscarry
Charles Porter
frequently, he explained.
Therefore, it could be
Before coming to SJSU,
possible to develop a vaccine
to use as a birth contro Porter worked at the
measure, he continued.
University of Michigan
Institute On
Porter has taught for the Research
past 12 years at SJSU.
Reproductive Biology.

Awards won by Daily
The Spartan Daily gathered several awards this weekend
at the California Intercollegiate Press Association convention in San Diego.
Present and former Daily staffers helped rack up several
first place awards, including a first place for best front page
and a second place for overall excellence.
More than 20 schools entered the annual competition, including most of the state colleges, some in the University of
California system and several private schools in the state
including USC, Pepperdine Malibu and Pepperdine L.A.
The competition was divided into two categories: mail in
and on -the-spot competition.
In the mail in category, SJSU’s journalism students picked
up the first place in front page layout, a first place for RadioTV major Terry Moore’s public affairs radio broadcast and a
first place for past-editor George Rede’s column on the
dealth of his uncle last semester.

The Daily also picked up a second place for Photojournalism major Mike Russell’s photo essay on a local shoe
shine palace and a third place to Nicole Bengiveno, a former
photo staff member for her photo essay on Toad the Mime.
Other awards went to former Daily staffer, Carol Tognetti
(honorable mention ) for a magazine article on infant addicts,
and Tom Graham ( honorable mention) for his series on the
proposed county sports arena.
In the on -the-spot competion Daily editor Lee Smaus
picked up first place in the news writing competition and
former staffer Joanne Gribble was given honorable mention
in editorial writing.
Points were given for each win and added up for the
sweepstakes award. The Daily racked up 22 points for a
second place in sweepstakes bested only by Pepperdine
Malibu.

Portugal can’t continue

Speakers urge protest
By Jim Esterbrooks
Larry Wright, who was
scheduled to speak on the
African
Liberation
Movement, was unable to
appear, but two members of
the Bay Area Support
Movement took his place and
warned of increased U.S.
involvement in the peoples’
struggle in Angola and
Mozambique yesterday in
the Student Union.
According to Morris
Wright, a member of the sixyear-old organization, the
same pattern is developing
in those South African
countries that took place in
Indochina.
"It’s clear that Portugal
will soon be kicked out,
because they’re simply
unable to continue the effort
on their own," Wright said.
"And, unless the people
here become aware and stop
it, we’ll be over there in
another Vietnam," he added.
-I think rather than waiting,
we should be mounting a
protest right now."

Beth Youhn, the other
speaker from the support
answered
movement
questions concerning the
Bay
Area
Support
Movement, identifying the
group as being responsible
for over $10,000 in medical,
educational and food supplies to the countries of
Guinea-Bissau, Angola and
Frelimo.
Youhn also identified
NATO as the chief channel
for U.S. dollars to the
"Portuguese
puppet
governments."
"The Portuguese people
themselves are very poor
and the government there
certainly can’t afford a war
costing over $1 million a
day," she said.
Wright pointed to a $436
million
pact
between
President Nixon and Portuguese President Caetano
that supposedly was used to
cover United States use of a
Portuguese airfield.
"Obviously, that’s a little
high," Wright said. What
the money actually is doing

HELL,
UPSIDEDOWN

The Bay Area Support
Movement has 12 workers in
their San Francisco office
and similar offices are set up
in Vancouver, Canada and in
New York, according to
Wright.
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Phil Jacklin claims ’illegal holdings’
the council report after the
meeting and it was evident
there had not been any study
at all.
"There should be comparative data to show how
other cable systems are
getting more money," he
said.
He said council has no
apparent knowledge of the
field and that it was not even
aware Gill was petitioning
the FCC for the exemption.
"Gill is paying its lawyers
to oppose a rule that cable
subscribers probably agree
with," he said.
Gloria Stumph, Gill Cable
Co. administrative assistant,
said the matter pending
before the FCC is a "federal
and
government issue
local
certainly not a
government matter."
Gill Cable Co. experienced
a $2 million loss during the
last fiscal year and expects
to lose over $3 million this
fiscal year, she said.
In a report prepared for
City Council Gill president

Warren Gannon pointed out
the rising costs for quality
control technicians, installers and other construction employes. The cost
per "house drop" from pole
to television set also has
increased from $15.70 in 1967
to $35.75 in 1973.
Stumph said Gill has not
had a rate increase since
1967.
In his city
council
presentation, Jacklin quoted
a report published by the
Rand Corp.. which stated
Gill Cable Company rates
are 20 per cent higher thar
other cable systems.
However, in a chart
prepared by Gill, proposals
before city councils in Los
Gatos, Milpitas, Newark,
Santa Clara, Santa Cruz and
Sunnyvale all ask for increases to $6.95 per month
for the 24-channel system
which is equivalent to the
San Jose approved rate
increase. Saratoga has
proposed an $8.50 per month
24-channel system.

Spartaguide
RAND-AIDES final competition will be at
3.30 p m today in Music 150. Wear dance
lothes
SATURDAY
RHO EPSILON will hold as spring IntUatton
banquet today at II arm at Roger’s
Ilestaurant Guest speaker will be Ed
Albers, president of the San Jose Real
Estate Board
PSYCHOTHF:RAPY toNFERENCE Ludas
at 3 p m at Tresidder Union, Stanford
University
MONDAY
PI SIGMA ALPHA meets today all 10 p no
in the S U Guadalupe Room The dub will
discuss current political issues with emphasis on the impeachment inquiry

TODAN
"ONE DIMENSIONAL MAN" author
Herbert Marcum, will speak at noon today in
Bishop Auditorum, Stanford Univers*
There is no charge
"LESBIAN NATION" author Jill Johnsonton will speak tonight at 7 30 at Stanford
Unnersay There is no charge
SJSI SKI CLUB meets tonight at 730 in the
U Uniunhurn Boom Sigh-ups will be
taken for ark, trip planned for March 15-17
Movies 0111 be shown
TOMORROW
PI SIGNIA ALPHA will present Secretary of
State Gerry Brown today at noon in the S
Lorna Prieta Room rouncaman Al Garza
and Jim Self will also be present

"The U.S. is not anxious to
get into another Vietname,
but the weapons and
financial support we’re
sending is accomplishing
nearly the same thing,"
Youhn said. "We’d rather
see the South African
government move in, and
have a colonial-based conflict."

Margaret L. Marsden will
speak on "Engineering, A
Woman’s Perspective" on
200 Cam poesint0)11 POSDOON WOW gamri GENE WOW MGT BORGNE RED BIM
cmi tPlifT RIO lk WW1 S1111A STIWICglljy WM a surret MO OM Monday at 12:30 p.m. in
MCA SUI 110111/1 mmtv (iconic get siitA am till NIELSEN a %tom alIONDIENI Om Engr. 132.
All students and faculty
Mor. Dailey Aud. Fri. 7 & 10 p.m. 50c
are invited.
lc..iTimeuel

$5.95 per month and 24channel system to $6.95.
"The city council should
have extended the issue and
postponed action until
citizens could study the
proposal submitted by Gill
Cable Co." Jacklin said. He
said the hearing was
publicized only four days in
advance.
"There should have been
to
opportunity
more
scrutinize the budget," he
said.
The system presently has
38,000 subscribers in San
Jose. FCC licenses must be
renewed every three years
and the cable station is due
for renewal this fall.
explained
Jacklin
government requires that
when crossownership occurs
in a city, the owner must sell
one of the communication
mediums. The station also
could choose to open the
cable system to broadcast
from "diverse opinions in the
community" as an alternative to sale.
The professor added that
San Jose’s mass media is 90
per cent controlled by A.P.
Gill, television station
owner, and Joe Ridder,
owner of the San Jose
Mercury and News.
"Gill argues there is an
unlimited diversity of voices
in San Jose," Jacklin said.
"We argue that on the local
community level, these two
media barons control 90 per
cent of the outlets. Unless
you have the power of
technology, you can’t make
your voice heard."
Jacklin further protested
that the City Council had
already made up its mind to
approve the rate increase
prior to the hearing and that
the hearing "was a mere
formality." He said he saw

is paying for over a year of
war against the (newly
founded) country of Frelimo,
(the title of the former
Mozambique
Liberation
Front. )"
Youhn stated in a questionanswer period, while the
threat of United States involvement is very real, she
thought that the United
States would go to great
lengths to avoid the actual
sending of troops.

Engineering
lecture on
female role
Rosso, oste Pi Mar

By Janet Parker
San Jose’s cable television
system has become the
target of criticism by Dr.
Phillip
Jacklin,
SJSU
assistant
professor
of
philosophy, and the San
Jose-based Committee for
Open Media (.)MOC
San Jose City Council’s
recent approval of a rate
increase for Gill Cable Co.
has been opposed on the
grounds that a question of
’;media -cross
ownership"
)thould first be investigated.
In addition, Jacklin and
COM claim there was not
sufficient public notice of the
C1ty Council hearing to allow
groups such as COM to study
the Gill Cable Co. budget
report.
Jacklin and COM protest
dill Industries’ ownership of
both San Jose television
stations, Channel 11 ( KNTV ), and the cable station.
Such ownership is against
rederal communications
law, according to Jacklin.
The cable company has
filed a petition with the
Federal
Communications
Commission (FCC) asking to
be exempt from the federal
law. COM in turn has filed an
FC(7 request that the
exemption be denied.
"We felt Gill should
comply with the government
rule," Jacklin, one of the
founders of COM, said. The
FCC is reviewing both
requests. Jacklin said if the
FCC! denies his group’s
request, they will take the
matter to court on appeal.
The rate increase, approved unanimously by the
council, is $1 for those who
have a 12-channel system
and an additional $1 for those
who convert to 24-channel
systems. This will raise the
12-channel system cost to

Jeff Stephens

ballot again, the council
cildidate said the voters
41 already given a negative
vote on the salary issue.
Benson said she headed a
successful drive to initiate
Measure B, a city ordinance
prohibiting land developers
from developing areas
where new construction
would overcrowd school
facilities.
She said she will support
continuation of the initiative,
which expires in April, 1975.
Benson also said, if
elected, she would work for
an improved transportation
system and would encourage
Associated Students

LANDLORD PROBLEMS?

further
industrial
development in San Jose.
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Homeowners president runs
for City Council position
Claire Benson, president of
the Almaden Homeowner’s
Association announced her
candidacy for the third San
Jose City Council seat
Tuesday.
The position is currently
occupied by Vice Mayor
Janet Gray Hayes, who is
relinquishing her seat by
running for mayor.
Benson told a small press
group at the Hyatt House
that the $400 monthly salary
paid to council members is
keeping many candidates
from running for city office.
Asked if she thought the
measure ought to be on the
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Morris Wright and Beth Youhn urge protest
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’Madness’ blows
smoker’s minds

ing Donovan and Imogene Coca star in "Prisoner of
econd Avenue" at Flint Center

Prisoner’ cast pros;
:lint audience dull
By John Brayfield
Neil Simon’s smash broadway comedy
The Prisoner of Second Avenue", was
resented before a rather subdued, up-town
dience Tuesday night, at the Flint Center
Anza College.
The audience seemed almost unwilling to
how any empathy for the problems enuntered by Mel Edison ( played by King
inovan ) and his wife, Edna ( played by
logene Coca, Donovan’s real -life wife.)
Neil Simon’s hilarious script, mostly sideplitting satire on the perils and tribulations
f the 1970s, could easily be called "modern
ostalgia." But the unemotional audience
eemed almost afraid to laugh at the
nounting, difficulties of the middle class
amily being portrayed on stage. It was as if
hey believed laughter an admission to
thers in the audience that some of the same
roubles Mel Edison was experiencing here
hared.
A small segment of the audience was able
laugh at and sympathize with the crisis
hat Edison was going through. For some,
7.dison’s problems were quite familiar and
pparently, from the few groans that did
rise from the crowd, a bit too real.
Mel Edison was a Madison Avenue adertising account executive who lived on the
4th floor of a cramped New York apartnent building where the air conditioner

didn’t work, the toilet wouldn’t stop flushing
and the neighbors wouldn’t stop doing what
ever it is neighbors do.
In the second act Edison and his wife were
visited by Edison’s big brother, Harry
(played by Alan North), and three highbrow sisters ( played by Thelma Lee, Karen
Ford and Patricia Ripley.) The audience
seemed much more capable of relating to
the problems of the three socialite sisters,
whose prime concern through the play was
Toney month.
Every member of the cast should be given
an award for the excellent performance
they gave in spite of the dull, unappreciative
audience. Although King Donovan, Imogene
Coca and the rest of the case came out for
three curtain calls, it went almost unnoticed.
The strong and well-deserved applause
from the tiny segment of appreciative
audience members was completely drowned
out by the sound of shuffling feet. The people
in the audience, who had seemed so
reluctant to show any signs of emotion, were
racing toward the exists in a desperate
attempt to see who would be first to the
parking lot.
Somehow the cast of "Prisoner of Second
Avenue" managed to give a gracious bow
and a warm smile to the backs of the rude
people at Flint Center.

Aid -forty blues

’Marigolds’ portrays despair
By Joan Baldwin
Lobbing
a
box
of
ewspapers from the top of
he stairs into the living
oom of her dissheveled
ome, Phoebe Alexander
7apped
her
tattered
throbe around herself and
liked away with the show
unday
night
in
the
liversity of Santa Clara’s
oduction of "The Effect of
’,imam Rays on Man -in -thenon Marigolds."
as
starts
Alexander
!atrice, the mother who is
aught on a treadmill of
espair in the role made
amous by Joanne Woodard on the screen.
The play deals with the
nteractions of Beatrice, a
I vorcee and her two
laughters as they try to get
heir lives and each other in
rspective.
One daughter, Tillie,
ayed with convincing
ewilderment
by
Ann
ames, is a rather homely
rl wrapped up in science.
he devotedly nurtures her
adiation-exposed marigIds, noting their mutations,
t the expense of her social
fe.
Elizabeth Cross, plays the
irt of the second daughter,
ho is an epileptic. Unlike
Tillie, Ruth is a brazenly
dressed girl, the type who
moked in the bathrooms in
unior high. She does have a
ensitive side, and it comes
mt in her near convulsions
t the mention of death or

PURIM
COSTUME
PARTY
FRIDAY 8:00 p.m.
!Niel
441 S. lOtb St.
2934188
(Brin dessert)

cruelty to animals.
Beatrice, who wishes that
she had become a dancer,
has settled for taking in an
elderly boarder to help pay
the rent. She bemoans what
she calls her half-life. "I’ve
got a daughter who’s half a
test tube, one who has half a
brain, half a house full of
rabbit crap, and half a
corpse", refering to the
boarder.
Actually, the mother is
remembering a fictionalized
past. She never was the most
popular girl in school or the
one with the best legs. In
actuality she was known as
"Betty the Loon."
Strife reigns in the house
when her daughters learn
the truth of her past and
force her to face the facts.
coarse
Beatrice’s
language, and cracklingly
dry wit kept the audience
laughing as she would toss
out phrases such as "angora
manure machine," aimed at
the rabbit she despises.
setting
stage
The

resembles that of the "Lots
of Luck" TV series. The
windows were covered with
newspapers. Dirty clothes
and newspapers littered the
floor and the sink and
counter tops were filled with
an abundance of pans and
dirty coffee cups.
Nanny, the 90 year old
boarder, has been left at the
home by her career-woman
daughter who states that she
has no time to give her. The
pathetic old lady brought
titters of laughter from the
audience every time she
dragged herself across the
floor with the help of her
aluminim-frame walker, or
whenever she stuck her
withered face out from the
curtain which serves as the
door to her bedroom.
Playwright, Paul Zindel,
exposes the problem and
tries to deal with it, but offers no actual solution.
The play will continue its
run nightly at 8 at the
Lifeboat Theater in Santa
Clara.

CAMBRIAN CINEMAS 1 & 2

CINEMA #2

CINEMA #I
TIII

051 AHD ONLY

BOTH
THEATRES
OPEN
DAILY
AT
NOON,
ADULTS
ONLY,

CHAK48(83
,

GUYS AND GALS-join a college age
ballet class at Eufrazia School of
Ballet
Basic
"technique" for
beginning dancers Small classes,
individual
attention
Beverly
Eufrazia Grant, director, 241 1300
LEWIN’S METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
2644 Ashby Ave Berkeley. Ca 94705
Be a New Age Shopper Write for
Free Catalogue We Mail The Books.
FRIDAY FLICKS presents "The
Poseiden Adventure" Hell upside
dOwn Who will survive? One Of the
greatest escape adventures ever!
Combines talents of 15 Academy
Award winners. Fri. 8th Morris
Daily Auch 50 cents toy A Phi 0
GETTING IN TOUCH is a new body
oriented growth center Located in
the Santa Cruz ints
Upcoming
workshops
include;
massage
awareness, By energy movement
groups, and classes in yoga and.
eastern health arts Info 354 3433
JERRY BROWN assembly speaker
and candidate for Governor, will be
on campus Friday. Mar Bat 12 noon
in the Loma Prieta Ballroom of the
Student Union
Be informed, be
there Sponsored by Pi Sigma Alpha,
Puppy AVAILABLE: 3 mo old half
Irish Setter, half Golden Retriever
Needs love & lots of room 378 0171
Sandwiches all kinds
"SPROUTS"
or lunch & dinner Open SuncleWs
122 E
San Salvador
Near the
University

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO,MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE
TIRED OF BEING RIPPEDOFF?
Call COI& originators of Student
Auto insurance Lowest Rates, NO
Student refused Call 269 8681 or SKIP
by 404 So 3rd St . Second 1100r. (3r0
& San Salvador)
GAS PAINS? SEE AUTO TECH.
Skilled rnech specializing in Foreign
t ars. Economy & Sports cars Tune
up. repair & front end atignemenl
Open Sat Bring this ad for discount
297 3690 798 N. 13 St

and two matinees.
The one performance to be
given at De Anza College will
be at 8:30 p.m., on March 27.
Dates and curtain times
for the San Francisco performances are:
Tuesday, March 25-8:30
p.m.
Thursday, March 28-8:30
P.m.
Saturday, March 30-2:30 and
8:30 p.m.

Escalante
exhibit
postponed

I $1 OFF any $3 dry
cleaning & pressing
(present with order)

Due to unforseen circumstances the Oscar
Escalante exhibit at Stanford has been indefinately
postponed until the new U.S.
resident can clear up insurance problems.
The
Daily
recently
reported that the exhibit
of
which
consists
lithographs, paintings and
drawings of disjointed
human
figures
in
exaggerated
size
and
proportion
would
run
through the month of March.
There has been no announcement from Stanford
concerning the exhibit that
will take Escalante’s place.

ROYAL CLEANERS
ammisollissis Valuable coupon Mill MI OM IN NI

"BEHIND THE
GREEN DOOR"

MP

VDSE.ff1P0
Cout-0 YO
GET. 016 A.
91ILPE131- ticf..AL
SEE \Itc.ES PLEPa.
- 714110
r
I\JEEP 57n1c

Jr.
STUDENTS,FACULTY & STAFF ONLY!
Get a 10% discount on exquisite, authentic
ISJSU

American Indian
Jewelry

Sitevrtao Eadeatevre
(In the Student Union)
9 AM - 6 PM

Free
559
discounts,
Noah’s Ark

from
WATERBEDS
student
delivery,
Waterbed accessories
86 Keyes. 289 8451

Mever
WOMEN -have fashionable
worn) clothes to sell Need money
Dressy items, ski clothes etc sizes 7
9 Call Nancy 287 1355

HELP WANTED
DRIVERSTOCKCLERK to work 45
hours per day Hours flexible to fit
class schedule Must know city well
and have good driving record 52 25
an hour STEADY Call Mrs White
298 4900
trim
GARDENERHANDYMAN
shrubs, cut lawn, tight maintenance
every Saturday afternoon 31 hours
STEADY Call 298 4900
MASSUESE WANTED, top pay Will
train Call 732 8670 any day between
2 8 pm
NEED I OR 2 STUDENTS for in
teresting full time summer em
ployment
Some travel required,
Some selling Offers above aver
income Call 241 3951 alter S pm
OVERSEAS
JOBS
Australia,
Europe,
S.
America,
Africa,
Students all professions and Oc
ovations 5700 to 53000 inOnthly.
Expenses paid, overtime. sight
seeing, Free inforrnafion. TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH CO. Dept. Al,
P.O Boo 603, Corte Madera. Ca.
94925
PART-TIME DEMO. needed for
Microwave ovens. Hr & Days flex
will train. Car necessary. 53 per hr
Company Rep on campus to in
terview Wed 27th Contact Miss
Wilkes at part time employ cent
127 5 9th 277 2277
RED BARRON RESTURANTE .s now
acceptingapplications for part time
host, & food, cocktail waitress
Apply in person Ask for Jay 9334080
SITTER NEEDED for 4 yrs old
Michelle Tues eves, 7 10 53 Dave
743 1316 am, or 793 0576 eves

1A31)Ei- L FC;

A\ S

MARCH 11-14

IC F

731

LA DONNA APTS. 1 bedroom aPtS5130 w new carpets and fury Quiet
atmosphere, near campus 383 S 4th
Sr Call Ben, 2866383 or John 356
5708
MEN -Large, cheerful rooms. wall to
wall carpet, furnace heat & outside
entrance 406 S 11th St
MODERN APTS. 460 S 4th St 5200
210. 2 bdrrn 2bath, 1 Won 130 135 ,
also sleeping ems at 575 Private
balconies, Off St parking Tel 275
6669 Or 293.5974

123 95
FOOT BLACK LIGHT
COMPLETE IS" BLACKLIGHT
512 99 NEW SUMMER KING SIZE
TAPESTRIES S750 INCENSE
PACK OF 25 for 29 cents LARGE
VARIETY OF VELVET POSTERS
LARGE VARIETY OF PATCHES
75 cents
IRON ON TRANSFERS
IMPORTED WALKING CANES
FROM
INDIA
PIPES
AND
PARAPHANALIAS
STROBE
LIGHTS ONE BLOCK FROM THE
COLLEGE 80 E SAN FERNANDO
ST

SENSITIVE YOUNG GENTLEMAN
ity C P and yOtutt defect is tookina
for a lasting relationship with an
understanding female F BEE rent
Offered in exchange for kindness L
companionship Call 298 23013 all S

61 WILLYS, 4WD PU, rebuilt trans I.
!,ansterb est, new clutch, Chevy 283
Vf 5950. Call Dale. 295 2534
1067 MOIVOT 5950 Clean. runs good,
and gets 23 mpg i Call 2670414 after
6 P

to

TRANSPORTATION

SERVICES

WANT FEMALE ROOMMATE, 2025,
3 bdrm apt Campbell area. total 5115
mo Call Pam 294 1064 or aft 6. 371
5392

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Dissertations
Master’s
Reports
Marianne Tamberg - 137 Escobar
Ave Telephone 356 4248 Los Gatos

ROOM FOR Quiet male Sr or Grad
Student Ig put rrn , Kit priv 560
located at 643 S 6th St

Close
998 1869

EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING:
Eighth
annual
on regimented
student programs 8 wks in Europe,
8 wks
it, Israel Europe
6 wks
Europe
Contact Barbara Nevins
Student Services West, in, 2978240

BOOKBINDING Theses. Manuscripts,
collected papers, magazines etc .
Prompt serwce Day or Eve 356
1917

FELLOWS’ 570 a nionth, large room
w kit pr.,’ & to Congenial and
quiet Call 298 1346 or 3973070

STUDENT TYPING
Campus 65 cents page

DO YOU KNOW .. the difference
between Haman and Mordecai? Join
us for a Purim Costume Party Mar
8th Hillel 441 S. 10th 3931188

ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED or
5125
per month
unfurnished
Excellent location Walking distance
to campus 140 North 15th St Call for
244 3650
an appointment

WILLOW GLEN WEST is a quiet and
ideal student living Setting 10 min
from campus near Curtner and old
Two and Three
Almaden Road
Bedroom units and Townhouses,
furnished and Unfurnished. Patios,
Balconies,
Spacious
PleaSant
grounds. Pall. Saunas, Rev Room,
Starting $77500 WILLOW GLEN
WEST APTS 2118 Canvas Gardens
Ave 266 1474

TYPIST, EXPERT, ACCURATE. Can
edit papers and Masters Near City
College Mrs Aslanian 298 4104

EXPERIENCED TYPING -Electric,
Term Papers, Thesis. etc Depercl
able Call Mrs Allen 294 1313
RENT A TV OR STEREO, free
delivery, free service Call Esche’s
231 2598
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY Gentle,
All Natural color, photography for
yOur wedding You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives
and a tree white embossed album
Budget priced for highest quality
work
Please call for details
Photography by Dale Maggio 292
2601

NICE ROOM, 560 mo lovely people
here. 123 E Williams St , 795 7438
Has kitchen facilities

EUROPE
ISRAEL
AFRICA
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
ROUND
CONTACT
ISCA, 11687
San Vicente Blvd Apt No 4 L.A.
Calif 90049 TEL
12131 826 5669 or
17141 287 3010

FLYING SOON? Well, "It pays to be
young with
TWA"
Your
TWA
Representative
Bill
Campus
Crawford 225 7262 can help you
make your GETAWAY Fly at II per
ent off with TWA Youth passport &
take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
Call 225 7262 for information after
00 For reservations call 2986409
or your local travel agent
SUMMER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
trip plus inter European
5349 rd
flignts. rail Passes, international ID
cards and more Ask for Barbara at
Student Services West. 235 East St
Clara. No 710 or phone 2678501

SPARTAN
DAILY

CLEAN. ATTRACTIVE, turn room
for girl, kit pro near SJSU. 565 mo
293 4401 after 6 30 pm
QUIET UPSTAIRS RM. in put home
for straight, serious male student,
near SJSU. 2974079
WANTED. College student to share
old, but comfortable nome 547 50 a
mo Gay person preferred Call Ed
287 8311

WAITRESS, cocktail and food, part
time, 21 yrs old Call 297 7209

HOUSING
FOUND Small dog. male, long hair,
gray tan 8,, while Call 967 0549
I

BEDROOM IN HOUSE, 1100 mo
kitchen priv , color to, Call Ann 923
5873

FOR SALE

COSMETICS.
VITAMINS
photofinishing & lots of strange
things At Bill’s College PharrnetCY

IS
ALSO
SHOWING AT

111

in Lucky shopping center
266 E. Santa Clara St., S.J.

2 BEDROOM APT. 5155. Art Studio ot
basement SAO on 11th St Call 297
6106
FOR RENT 2 bedroom unto, apt
Willow Glen Area, water and gar
bage pd no pets 9150 and 5160 per
mo Call 298 0972

FOR RENTS Isdrin house S Ilth St
Nice
Unfurn
leg
back yard
basement, ideal studio space 3225
mo or i200 mu if on tee lease Call
793 746.4 9 5 pm

LOST JADE RING. Site 6,7. oval
I would
shaped. w
I6K setting
appreciate it if recovered, it is my
engagement ring Reward Call 275
8490

PERSONALS
MEN! - WOMENt JOBS ON SHIPS!
No experience required Excellent
Perfect
pay WOrldwide travel
summer lob or career Send 53 00 for
information
SEAFAX, Dept
1 C
P 0
Box 2049. Port Angeles.
Washington 98362

CLASSIFIED
ADS
277-3175

Classified Rates

DEEP
7045061

Sunday, March 31-2:30 and
8:30 p.m.
Nureyev will dance aU
performances except the
Saturday matinee.
Tickets range from $6.6010.50 for the Flint Center
performance and from $6.5015,50 for the San Francisco
performances.
For ticket information call
the Flint Center box office or
4151 495-0410.

muomminommimimmiliiimimmimm=

LOST 8. FOUND
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
Farmers Ins Group 25 Per Cent
discount for 30 GPA low non smoker
rates also Call days 948 0223

SAVE THIS AD Most major brands of
quality stereo components available
at dealer cost plus 10 per cent
Additional discounts available on
guaranteed used equipment Lowest
prices in the Bay Area Call 252 2028
after S pm

seivereibekestAiii

PARIS THEATRE
PALO ALTO 324 1333
HAYWARD THEATRE
HAYWARD S12 1100

ANNOUNCEMENTS

4

THE FIRST
TWIN ADULT r"
THEATRE

crowd.
To the person who was
viewing "Reefer Madness’
for the second time around,
the movie was probably even
funnier.
The veteran viewer was
able to pick up the things
that he may have missed the
first time.
There were certainly
enough humorous incidents.
The supposed addicts eyes
rolling after just one hit of a
marijuana cigarette, or the
hallucinations
of
the
thoroughly high young man,
or the enormous size of the
marijuana cigarettes which
every individual held in his
hand for himself.
If these incidents were not
ridiculous enough to arouse
laughter, the plot itself
would have caused the
hilarity.
People actually got shot,
jumped out of windows and
yelled at their mothers as a
result of smoking pot.
They even got sexually
aroused.
And while the absurdity of
the movie was refreshing, its
credibility would have been
increased if the people had at
least gotten the munchies.

The National Ballet of
Canada, featuring guest
artist Rudolf Nureyev, will
give seven Bay Area performances including one
performance at Flint Center
at De Anza College.
The full corps de ballet and
symphony orchestra, a total
company of 150, will be
appearing at the San
Francisco Opera House for
four evening performances

CLASSIFIED

266
3381

1816 HMSO/AU OPPOSITI GIA4C0 500115
(0804114 HILLSIALILCOADIt4 SAN 1051

-

By Carol Di Mundo
Loose women and corrupt,
un-American young men
smoke the evil marijuana.
Smoking dope makes them
become hit-and-run drivers,
and murderers. It is
inevitable that innocent girls
and boys will become sex
hungry reefer addicts, according to "Reefer Madness" the 1930s documentary
on the evils of marijuana.
made
for
Originally
persons who wanted to increase their understanding
of the effects of marijuana,
"Reefer Madness’ has
become the classic comedy
about the suspected side
effects of the then "real
public enemy No. 1."
The film, which has nearly
movie
local
saturated
theatres and has also been
shown on TV, was shown
Tuesday night in the Joint
Effort Coffee House.
But instead of PTA
members viewing it to learn
about the effects of the drug,
the coffee house was loaded
with people who apparently
knew exactly what the effects of marijuana really
are.
For the first-time viewer
the movie was hilarious,
high on actions, phrases and
utterly ridiculous ideas
about pot.
It was difficult to laugh at
the funny things though
because you were too afraid
of missing the next funny
thing.
The belief that marijuana
is what is undermining the
youth of the country to the
extent that it was called the
public enemy No. 1, received
roars from the near capacity

Nureyev ballet to appear at Flint
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Women beat Stanford

’Hungry’ Spartans solve defensive woes,
gain revenge with 6-2 win over Broncos
Somebody’s finally figured
out how to beat Santa Clara.
"We beat them because we
w ere hungry," said head
coach Gene Menges after his
the
handed
Spartans
Broncos a 6-2 setback
at
afternoon
l’uesday
VItuticipal Stadium.
It was hunger for a victory, after Santa Clara had
imade a shambles of SJSU
the last time the clubs met
two weeks ago.
In that contest, the
Spartans committed five
irrors and Santa Clara
walked away with an easy 63 victory.
A completely ’new’ SJSU
defense took the field,
-ornmitted only one error,

and made up for it with three
fantastic plays, including a
double play that put an end
to a big Bronco rally in the
eighth.
"That double play was the
key to our win," the Spartan
mentor said.
It couldn’t have come at a
better time for San Jose.
Winning pitcher Steve
Gordon-Forbes was tiring,
giving up a run and putting
two others on base via a walk
and a single.
Catcher Chris Kinsel then
bounced a squibbler up the
center of the diamond.
Spartan second baseman
Mark Kettman dove to his
right to stop the ball from
going through, then threw

off-balance to shortstop Rob
Brassea for the force at
second.
The ensuing relay was in
time to beat Kinsel by a halfstep at first base and SJSU
was out of the inning with
only a scratch.
Things began to boil once
again in the ninth when a
one-out double by Mike
Bartel and a single by Mark
Merdes put Broncos at first
and third.
But Gordon-Forbes settled
down and got pinchhitter
John McBride to hit into the
game-ending double play.
The Spartan fireballer
finished with a one earnedrun, six -hit performance,
good enough to draw praise

from Menges.
"Steve’s proved he’s a
good pitcher," said Menges
after the hard -throwing
righthander had chalked up
his second victory in three
decisions.
Double-plays weren’t the
only defenseive gems turned
over by the Spartans.
Leftfielder Dan Mays
made a diving catch to
prevent a run from scoring
during a brief Santa Clara
uprising in the third inning
and rightfielder Steve
Macchi snatched a foul ball
on the dead run to end the
sixth.
Meanwhile, the SJSU
offense mangled a trio of
Bronco hurlers, banging out

nine hits enroute to the sii
run afternoon.
Half of that came in t
fifth, when the Sparta
broke a 1-1 tie with a thre
run outburst.
Following a walk to Denni
Smith and a single by Kevi
Barbieri, Dave Ius rapped
single to load the bases.
Mark Carroll’s infield o
got Smith home and a singl
by Brassea got Barbie
home before lus was caugh
out trying to make it to th
plate.
The win improved Sa
Jose’s preseason mark to 3
a record it hopes to eve
Friday when Stanford come
to Municipal Stadium in
game slated for 2:30 p.m.

Capture league opener

Frosh batters win over Cardinals

41
I mod Rey,

Barbara Millet
S .1 S LI

1

W .. lo c li . 1

basketball team Mashed
fourth behind Chico State,
ward and Sacramento
he NCIAC qualifying
., Filament this past
weekend in Sacramento.
They beat Davis in the
round 48-37 with Linda
. ’lois getting 21 points.
Dorothy Hill had nine
points and 14 rebounds.

goes

for rebound

,Iimpped
The lc
in 147decisions t
321 and Sacroccnto 152-371
to fall to hum iourth place
among the ten teams
competing.
The Spartans then came
back home 1 have their A
Learn hand Sianoird a aii-51
while McIt
tieertime
team was losine, to the
same

In the Stanford gain!.
size of the Cardinals
problem so many of the
Spartan players found
themselves in unfamiliar
positions to compensate.
cirach Carol Sullivan’s
team will get a rematch
ether, they host Sacramento
Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the
women’s gym.

Coach pleased with team
despite losc tdm Stanford
By George I.. Phillips
Despite an 8-1 score, coach
Butch Krikorian said he was
very pleased with the way
his tennis squad played
against national champam
Stanford Tuesday .
"I am quite happy with the
way most of the guys
played," said Krikorian.
"We should be in good shape
for the remainder of the
year."
The one Spartan point was
garnered by Bruce Antal in
the No. Ii singles match
against Jake Ward..’. Antal
won in two sets. 6-4. 6-4.
The Ni,. 1 match featured
S.ISLI’s defending PCAA
singles champion Andy
Moffat and Jim Delaney. one
half of Pie defending natit oral
champii in doubles team.
Moffat looked like he was
going to give Delaney more
than 1w had bargained for by
holding even for the first four
serves lad then Delaney
broke Moffat’s third serve.
Moffat could not get
another game as Delaney
put on a brilliant display of
Iris championship form and
took the match in two sr ts
2, 6-0.
Someone asked Moffat if
he would have rather played
the defending national
singles champion Sandy
Mayer. "Delaney was plenty
tough," he answered. He
said he felt that he didn’t
play that badly but that
Delaney was just that good.
Mayer did not compete for
the Cardinals but his
younger brother Gene got
tangled up in the Nn. 2 match
with Bob Hansen, a junior
college transfer.
It was one of the most
exciting matches of the (lay.
Mayer won it in two sets but
had to go to a tie-breaker in
the second set. Hansen held
on stubbornly as the Stanford ace began to complain

By Blaise Castro]
Showing signs of coming
ut of its early season hitting
Amp, the SJSU freshman
baseball team backed the
fine pitching of Kirk Brown
ith nine hits to earn a 4-2
victory over the Stanford
irush Tuesday at Spartan
iliamond.
The game was San Jose’s
I tay Area Collegiate League
.tierier, and pushed the
spartababe’s overall record
tit 4-0.
Coming into the contest
sall was hitting a meager
212 as a team, but coach
:iain l’iraro says he feels his
club showed definite signs of
-napping out of its slump.’
"We were making real
i;.rod contact, better than any
of our previous games," said
l’iraro.
The Spartababes, despite

Spartan
fencers
dowel!

l<31,111, I.r1,4111,

Andy Moffat returns serve
011 (Al.;

Th.. ,iitcome was 6 -

ii, other Action. Chip
Fisher 111111111101 Spartan Joe
Meyers 1-6. 6-1. 6-I; Stanford’s I :hico Hates overcame
Terry Rodgers 6-3, 6-4; and
Tony
A’,..;11iiivich
was
defeated l. the Cardinal’s
Craig Johnson IA, 6-2, 6-4.
In doubles May, the only
match that was one-sided
s as the No 2 matche between Cardinals Delaney and
Mayer and a Spartan team
made up of Hansen and
Rodgers. The Stanford team
won with scores of 6-2 and 6-4
hut at times it seemed as

though the Cardinal duo was
just practicing with the
Spartans.
The No. 1 match saw
Moffat and Meyers go down
to Fisher and Haley 64,7-5 in
a good battle.

lire SJSU fencing team
returned from the Men’s
Westerns in Fullerton last
weekend with the best finish
in the history of fencing on
this campus.
With 20 schools competing,
the Spartan men garnered a
fifth in the Epee competition
just a shade behind San
Diego State. The Air Force
Academy won the division.
The score was technically
tied between Sall and San
Diego so the place was
decided on a ratio of touches
given and received.
Marq Lipton had a seventh
for the best individual
showing in the Epee.
In the foil competition,
Mike Green, competing in
his third meet ever, took a
third place.
SJSU did not figure in the
overall championships
because they did not enter a
sabre team.
"Every year we have to
fight with Air Force team
with all their money and
training facilities," said
Lipton. "So everybody was
pulling for anyone else to win
the overall title."
Cal State Northridge won
the title.
Coach Michael Dasao’s
team will now host the
Women’s Western Championships here this weekend
at 8 a.m, both mornings.

getting a lot of men on base,
failed to come up with the big
hits and consequently left 11
men on base.
The four runs the Spartababes scored, though,
were enough for Brown, who
went the distance, allowing
only seven hits, while
striking out five and walking
three.
Brown
pitched
five
scoreless innings before
allowing a bases-empty
home run to the Cardinal’s
Fred Fritz. The other Cardinal run came in the ninth,
when Stanford scored with
two outs. But with the tying
runs on base Brown retired
the final hitter.

"Kirk looked like he was
tiring a little in the later
innings," said Piraro. "We
told him he was going to
pitch seven innings, and I
think he primed himself for
that distance."
After Brown
retired
Stanford in the first inning, it
appeared as if SJSU would
break the game wide open.
Tim Connolly reached first
on an error, then Phil Eads,
given the hit-and-run sign,
doubled off the right-center
field fence to drive him
home.
Infield singles by Rich
Guardino and Jay Peryam
loaded the bases, but the
rally was squelched when

Bob Garza grounded into a
double play and Stan Conte
struck out.
However, Garza singled to
left to drive in the second
Spartan run in the third. But
the Spartababes left three
limners on base in the inning.
The final two SJSU scores
came in the bottom of the
sixth, with the score, 2-1.
After one out Stokes, John
Woolf and Connolly each
walked to load the bases.
Eads
hammered
a
grounder to second, which
took a bad hop off the face of
Stanford’s second baseman
to bring i n the first run and a
fielder’s choice by Guardino

SJSU Judo to compete
in AAU qualifying meet

SJSU alumni Dave Long,
For the SJSU Judo team
and
collegiate
the meet has even more former
meaning that just a chance national judo champion, is
TO
at the U.S. Nationals. It unretiring for this meet and
gives Yosh Uchida, coach of is planning to fight in the 205the SJSU judo team, a pound division rather than
chance to see exactly how open division, his normal
some of his judomen will do weight division.
Long dropped down one
014 RIG PRICE
in major competition.
Uchida plans to send his division at the suggestion of
joie paint
son
best men into the meet and Coach Uchida because of the
78 VALLEY FAIR CENTER
the strongest competitor for problems that would arise if
248 4171
SJSU will be Dan Kikuchi, Long had to meet teammate
36S SAN ANTONIO RD
MT VIEW 941 3600
open division first place Kikuchi in competition in the
.1111M6
finisher at the 1973 National open division.
Collegiates and second place
finisher at the 1973 U.S.
ChamJudo
National
pionships.
Other hopefuls include Bill
176-pound
a
Kaulfold,
collegiate champion, John
154-pound
a
Baggott,
collegiate champion, Jim
Richards, Cal Kitaura, I Get it on with the sounds while enjoying a cold beer,
glass of wine, or refreshing cocktail.
Dennis Ruth and Jim
The San Jose State McFaul, third place finisher
S1.00 G)ver
University Flying team is in the recent PAAU Brown
849W. San Carlos
ORIGINAL SAM’S
organizing again and is Belt Championships.
----------------looking for six to eight pilots
to represent SJSU in the
Pacific Coast Intercollegiate
Airmeet on April 5 and 6 in
Phoenix, Ariz.
The events for the meet
include accuracy landings,
navigation contest, and a
flour sack bomb dropping
contest.
Try-outs for the team will
begin this Saturday, March
9, at the South County Airport. The flying will begin at
9 a.m.
Any interested student
should
contact
Jerry
Fairbairn at the Aeronautics
department of Frank Bella
at 279-0790, a spokesman
said.

8x10

22x28

50%

:ORIOTIVA
SA
Presents

Flyers

looking

GARCIA BROS.
Fri. & Sat. 9:30

for pilots

OFF
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The Spartans travel to
Hayward and Berkeley for
matches today and Tuesday
and return home next
Thursday for a 2:30 p.m.
match against San Francisco State.
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Some of the finest judornen
in Northern California are
this
coming
together
’Saturday at 7:30 p.m. to
compete in one of the most
important meets of this year.
The meet is the senior
Pacific Amateur Athletic
Union Judo Championships
and the reason it’s so important is that it’s the only
regional qualifying meet in
Northern California for the
U.S. Nationals in Phoenix,
Ariz.

The other match was won
by Stanford players Johnson
and Warde over Antal and
Yvanovich 7-6, 6-2.

FOR THE LOWEST RATES ON YOUR CAR OR MOTORCYCLE,
c s 1 s/ CAMPUS
COME SEE US.

forced in the final tally.
Before continuing it
league action Saturday
the University of Sai
Francisco, SJSU will hos
Camden High School for
contest today at 3 p.m.
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